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Abstract—Graphic processing units (GPUs) are composed of a
group of single-instruction multiple data (SIMD) streaming mul-
tiprocessors (SMs). GPUs are able to efficiently execute highly
data parallel tasks through SIMD execution on the SMs. However,
if those threads take diverging control paths, all divergent paths
are executed serially. In the worst case, every thread takes a
different control path and the highly parallel architecture is
used serially by each thread. This control flow divergence prob-
lem is well known in GPU development; code transformation,
memory access redirection, and data layout reorganization are
commonly used to reduce the impact of divergence. These tech-
niques attempt to eliminate divergence by grouping together
threads or data to ensure identical behavior. However, prior
efforts using these techniques do not model the performance
impact of any particular divergence or consider that complete
elimination of divergence may not be possible. Thus, we perform
analysis of the performance impact of divergence and potential
thread regrouping algorithms that eliminate divergence or min-
imize the impact of remaining divergence. Finally, we develop
a divergence optimization framework that analyzes and trans-
forms the kernel at compile-time and regroups the threads at
runtime. For the compute-bound applications, our proposed met-
rics achieve performance estimation accuracy within 6.2% of
measured performance. Using these metrics, we develop thread
regrouping algorithms, which consider the impact of divergence,
and speed up these applications by 2.2× on average on NVIDIA
GTX480.

Index Terms—Control flow divergence, CUDA, GPGPU,
performance metric, thread regrouping.

I. INTRODUCTION

GRAPHICS processing units (GPUs) have been widely
used for computational acceleration for embedded
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systems. A highly parallel architecture paired with a simplified
programming model allows easy acceleration of data-parallel
applications. Indeed, GPUs benefit a variety of embedded
applications including electronics design automation, imaging,
*IP routing, audio, aerospace, military, and medical applica-
tions [1]–[3]. Recent years have also seen a rapid adoption of
GPUs in mobile devices such as smartphones. Mobile devices
typically use system-on-a-chip (SoC) that integrates GPUs
with CPUs, memory controllers, and other application-specific
accelerators. The major SoCs with integrated GPUs available
in the market include NVIDIA Tegra series with low power
GPU, Qualcomm’s Snapdragon series with Adreno GPU, and
Samsung’s Exynos series with ARM Mali GPU.

In hardware, GPUs are composed hierarchically. A GPU
is composed of multiple streaming multiprocessors (SMs),
each of which has many streaming processors (SPs) used in a
single-instruction multiple data (SIMD) execution style.1 An
SM coordinates the SIMD style execution of many threads,
divided into groups of 32 threads called warps. Threads within
a warp start together at the same program address; each thread
has its own program counter (PC) and register state. If all
the threads in a warp execute the same instruction (same PC
value), they may all execute in parallel. However, threads
may follow different paths at conditional branches. When
the threads within a warp diverge, the SM must coordinate
serial execution of threads that follow different paths, and
then later reconverge these threads. In the worst case, each
thread in a warp takes a different control path; thus, only one
thread of the warp is active at a time, and there is no actual
parallel execution. Control flow divergence can significantly
affect the performance of GPU applications. For example,
Baghsorkhi et al. [4] demonstrated a prefix-scan benchmark
with 33% of total execution time spent in control flow diver-
gences, and some of the benchmarks used within this paper
waste more execution latency on control flow divergence.

Although control flow divergence is a well-known and well-
studied problem, it cannot necessarily be entirely eliminated.
Complex programs often have several divergence points at dif-
ferent stages of execution; in practice, it is not possible to
entirely eliminate divergence through regrouping of threads or
data inputs. Prior attempts to eliminate control flow divergence
concentrated on thread regrouping techniques such as dynamic
warp formation [5] or subdivision [6], memory access indirec-
tion, or input data transformations [7], [8]. Although each of
these techniques is effective to reduce specific instances of

1In this paper, we use NVIDIA GPUs and terminology, but the concepts
also apply to other GPGPUs.
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control flow divergence, no prior technique models the per-
formance impact of the transformations or prioritizes which
instances of divergence are most important to eliminate. Prior
elimination techniques simply assume that all instances of
divergence are equally important and thus a reduction in per-
centage of divergent warps [7] or percentage of divergent
branches [9] serves as their metrics for estimating improve-
ment. However, these metrics are insufficient for estimating
performance impact of divergence; divergences last for dif-
ferent numbers of instructions, instruction latency varies, and
thread block scheduling can impact overlapping of threads’
execution, thus each divergence will have different importance
to kernel execution latency.

Performance models for GPU kernels are effective tech-
niques for analyzing kernel behavior and predicting perfor-
mance on a particular platform. Prior performance models
have been used to estimate memory warp parallelism [10] and
overall GPU performance [4]. However, these models either
ignore divergence entirely, or use statistical modeling rather
than thread-specific modeling, which is insufficient to guide
thread regrouping for performance improvement. For these
reasons, we develop an accurate performance model for con-
trol flow divergence that adds per-thread execution information
in order to accurately estimate overall application performance
of candidate thread regrouping algorithms.

In this paper, we first develop performance metrics that
accurately predict the performance impact of control flow
divergence for compute-bound GPU kernels. Specifically, our
performance metrics combine per-thread basic block vec-
tor (BBV), instruction latencies, basic block instruction counts,
number of simultaneously supported thread blocks, and thread
block scheduling policy. BBV captures the execution foot-
print of threads. More clearly, BBV combines the list of all
the basic blocks of the program with the count of how many
times each basic block is executed. Then, we develop several
thread regrouping algorithms to eliminate control flow diver-
gence based on the BBVs. Finally, we propose a divergence
optimization framework that puts the models and algorithms
together. By comparing the relative improvement of the actual
performance and metric, we demonstrate that our proposed
metrics correlate well with the performance on NVIDIA
GTX480. Our divergence optimization demonstrates perfor-
mance speedup for a range of compute-bound, control flow
diverging applications. This paper advanced the state of the
art of control flow divergence modeling and optimization for
GPUs with the following.

1) We develop novel control flow divergence metrics based
on the BBV, warp and thread block performance mod-
els, to predict control flow divergence impact on kernel
performance.

2) We develop thread regrouping algorithms to signifi-
cantly reduce control flow divergence based on our
performance metrics.

3) We develop a divergence optimization framework that
performs kernel analysis and transformations at compile-
time and enable the thread regrouping at runtime.

We demonstrate that for compute-bound applications, our
metrics achieve performance estimation accuracy within 6.2%
of the measured performance on NVIDIA GTX480 GPU.

Our divergence optimization speedups these kernel execution
by 2.2× on average (up to 4.7×) on NVIDIA GTX480.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the architecture of GPU and CUDA programming
model. Section III presents background information on the
control flow divergence problem and software elimination
mechanism. Section IV introduces our proposed performance
metrics for estimating the performance impact of control flow
divergence. Section V presents thread regrouping algorithms
and Section VI describes the control flow divergence optimiza-
tion framework. Section VII demonstrates the experimental
results. Finally, Section VIII discusses the related work and
Section IX concludes this paper and suggests future work.

II. GPU ARCHITECTURE AND PROGRAMMING MODEL

In this section, we begin by introducing the key archi-
tectural features of GPU platforms necessary for control
flow divergence performance modeling, and then describe the
programming model.

A. NVIDIA GPU Architecture

In NVIDIA GPUs, each SM coordinates the SIMD style
execution of all of the SPs on it. The SPs are deeply pipelined
with heterogenous functional unit latencies (depending on
operation complexity) and use a static in-order pipeline with-
out data bypassing to minimize the size and complexity
of each SP. To maintain high throughput despite program
data dependencies, each SM can support many simultaneous
threads that share access to the deeply pipelined SPs. Tasks
such as instruction fetch and decode, selection of the next
instruction(s) to execute, and coordination of branch recon-
vergence are handled at the SM level. An SM has a variety
of architectural parameters that must be honored by the ker-
nel implementation. Some of these parameters are fixed, such
as the limitation of 32 threads per warp and the size of
scheduling unit. Other parameters such as threads per thread-
block, thread-blocks per SM, and shared memory per SM
vary by architectures but have fixed limits for any particular
architecture.

B. NVIDIA CUDA Programming Model

The CUDA programming model is closely tied to the under-
lying architecture; a GPU kernel is composed of many threads
hierarchically organized into groups that will execute together
in the GPU hardware. At the lowest level of the hierarchy,
threads are grouped into warps, sets of 32 threads. Threads
within a warp execute in SIMD style, only a single instruc-
tion may be fetched, decoded, and executed within a particular
cycle, so divergent threads will be serialized.

At the next level of hierarchy is a thread block; a thread
block is composed of one or more warps, with an architectural
limit on warps per thread block. A thread block is the allo-
cation unit for GPU execution; thread blocks are assigned to
execute on one and only one SM. A single SM can typically
support execution of multiple thread blocks simultaneously,
where the exact number of thread blocks supported is limited
by the resource demand per thread block, resource budget on
an SM, and architecture limits. There may be more than one
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Program with divergences. (a) If statement. (b) Loop statement.

thread blocks defined by a kernel than can be supported for
simultaneous execution. The thread blocks will be queued and
assigned to SMs using a dynamic round-robin assignment to
assign a waiting thread-block to the first available SM. In the
case that thread blocks have variable execution latency due
to control flow divergence, the ordering of thread blocks can
have an impact on load balancing among the SMs and thus
on total kernel execution latency.

III. GPU CONTROL FLOW DIVERGENCE

We will now discuss the control flow divergence problem
and existing elimination mechanisms. Within a warp, threads
execute together in an SIMD style. However, every thread
has a unique identifier, PC, and register state; thus threads
may follow different execution paths at conditional branches.
When threads within a warp take different (divergent) paths,
each independent execution path will execute serially, and will
reconverge at a later convergence point [11]. In particular,
branch reconvergence is handled by a combination of special
instructions inserted by the compiler and a hardware waiting
mechanism. During compilation, nvcc compiler detects cases
that may diverge. Through static analysis, nvcc determines
the reconvergence point—the PC that all threads will eventu-
ally reach regardless of execution path.2 The compiler inserts
a special instruction to identify this PC value just before a
divergence point. Then, a hardware mechanism implements a
barrier at that PC value—no thread will continue until all have
reached that PC value, thus guaranteeing reconvergence [11].

GPU kernels with control flow statements may diverge
either due to the input data, or due to the systematic diver-
gence based on the thread IDs. Fig. 1 illustrates branching
scenarios based on the input data. Due to different input data,
threads with odd IDs go to the if path, while threads with
even IDs take the else path [Fig. 1(a)]. Fig. 1(b) shows a sim-
ple case where every thread has different loop bounds. In this
case, there will be a case that the some threads execute the
loop while other threads do nothing.

Control flow divergence can seriously affect the perfor-
mance. However, it is not trivial to eliminate the control flow
divergence. Thread regrouping based on input data ranges as
described by Zhang et al. [7] is not accurate enough: threads
with different input data may take the same execution path,
and threads with identical input data may still have different
execution paths due to thread IDs. Thus, we need an accurate

2Formally denoted the postdominator.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Thread-data remapping. (a) Reference redirection. (b) Data layout
transformation. Warp size is assumed to be 4.

representation of execution paths for threads. Detailed pro-
gram execution paths may represent this behavior, but it may
not be efficient and can be extremely long. Therefore, we need
a balance: a simple technique with a compact representation
that still accurately represents threads’ behavior. In addition,
reducing the absolute amount of control flow divergence does
not necessarily reduce the performance impact of divergence:
certain divergences will have higher performance impact than
others. Therefore, we need an accurate estimate of the per-
formance impact of thread regrouping together with efficient
thread regrouping algorithms that can use a compact and
accurate representation to guide selection of threads to group
together. We will discuss our proposed performance met-
rics and thread regrouping algorithms in Sections IV and V,
respectively.

A. Elimination Mechanism

Zhang et al. [7] proposed thread-data remapping, a
software-based control flow divergence elimination mecha-
nism. The basic idea is to switch the data sets that threads
work on so that threads in a warp may execute the same path.
There are two options to realize this mechanism: 1) reference
redirection (indirect access) and 2) data layout transforma-
tion. Fig. 2(a) and (b) illustrates the two options of thread-data
remapping mechanism with an example warp size of 4.

In reference redirection, the thread’s access to data memory
is redirected by an indirection reference array D[] that provides
a new ID for all the threads. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the new
ID is D[tid], and threads will use their new IDs in accessing
the data memory and continuing the computation. This map-
ping option can be used to eliminate both thread ID-dependent
divergence and data-dependent divergence. Implementation of
this mapping option in the code is by inserting additional
parameter in the kernel function. Then, during kernel execu-
tion, all instances of thread ID in the kernel are replaced by
the new ID. If thread ID is used as part of kernel computation,
the replacement will automatically correct that portion as well.
Reference redirection incurs overhead due to the addition of
instructions to fetch the reference indirection. This mapping
option may also hurt the memory access bandwidth. In GPUs,
memory accesses from a warp are coalesced if threads in a
warp perform sequential access to the memory. However, since
threads get new IDs, this redirection will break the sequen-
tial access pattern, generating uncoalesced memory access as
shown in Fig. 2(a).

Rather than changing the thread ID, the second mapping
option is by physically reorganizing the input data as shown
in Fig. 2(b). For the entire data, we rearrange the input data
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based on the redirection array D[], so that the ith item in
new data is equal to D[i]th item of old data. Unlike reference
redirection, we do not need to make any modification in the
kernel function. As the data are physically rearranged, there
is no change in coalescing memory access. However, imple-
mentation of this mapping option requires additional overhead
to perform the input data rearrangement on the CPU before
the GPU kernel call. Zhang et al. [7] demonstrated that data
movement overhead can be hidden through pipelining kernel
calls between the CPU and the GPU.

B. Limitations of Elimination Mechanism

This paper focuses on control flow divergence applica-
tions, which can be eliminated via thread-data remapping.
However, this mechanism is not always safe. In case where
the kernel needs synchronization over the formed warps [12]
or has dependencies among threads [7] that disqualify work
order reorganization, thread-data remapping may destroy the
synchronization and incorrectly evaluate dependencies. Such
limitations exist for all thread divergence optimization tech-
niques [7], [8], [12]. In some cases, these limitations can
potentially be eliminated through programming language or
compiler optimization techniques, but in other cases these lim-
itations cannot be eliminated and must be used as a signal to
not modify that portion of the code. However, the problem of
determining when and how to eliminate synchronization and
dependency limitations is beyond the scope of this paper.

Our techniques are limited to applications with GPU kernels
that are called with sufficient frequencies and have long exe-
cution time. By eliminating the control flow divergence, the
overall execution time can be significantly improved. In our
system, this is not a limitation because such kernels are exactly
the ones which are the most attractive targets for control flow
divergence elimination.

IV. PERFORMANCE MODEL

Two metrics have been widely used to measure control
flow divergence: 1) divergent branches and 2) divergent warps
ratio. Divergent branches are measured by NVIDIA visual
profiler [9]. The divergent branches count is incremented
each time a branch instruction causes at least one thread in
the warp to take a different execution path than the other
active threads [9]. Therefore, the divergent branches count
records the number of divergent branches in all warps. Instead
of counting individual branch instructions, divergent warps
ratio [7] measures the percentage of warps that have any
control flow divergences. Both metrics quantify the amount
of divergence for the GPU kernel, but (as we will demon-
strate) neither metric represents the performance impact of
these divergences. It is possible that both metrics indicate a
significant divergence problem, but the performance is only
slightly impacted (e.g., frequent single instruction divergences
that do not affect performance), or vice versa.

Control flow divergence is caused by different behavior
(e.g., execution path) of the threads within a warp. Thus, to
estimate the performance impact of control flow divergence,
we need to represent thread-specific behavior accurately. More
importantly, thread-specific behavior information can be used

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) CFG of a program. (b) BBVs of threads.

to guide the thread regrouping to minimize the impact of
control flow divergence on performance. However, divergent
branches and divergent warps ratio are simple aggregate statis-
tics; neither of them provide accurate performance estimation
of control flow divergence or thread-specific information for
thread regrouping.

To accurately represent thread-specific behaviors, we
use BBV. A basic block is a sequential series of instructions
with only one entry and one exit point. For the BBV, each
thread has a set of counters, one per basic block in the kernel.
Then, each time the thread touches a basic block, that counter
is incremented. BBV is a compact representation of thread-
specific behavior: its size depends on the static program size,
not dynamic program size. This allows us to design efficient
performance models and thread regrouping algorithms based
on the BBV. As we will demonstrate in the experiments, our
performance models based on the BBV can accurately distin-
guish the performance impact of control flow divergence for
different thread regrouping algorithms.

Fig. 3 presents an example of control flow graph (CFG) of
a GPU kernel and its BBV. The CFG consists of six basic
blocks. For each thread, its BBV records the execution counts
of basic blocks for it. For example, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the
execution count of basic block B of threads 1–3 is 60, 20,
and 6, respectively. In this example, threads 1–3 take different
paths at conditional branches (basic blocks A, B, C, and F),
leading to different execution counts of the basic blocks for
different threads.

A. BBV Estimation

To obtain precise BBV for the threads, we can execute
the kernel program on the target architecture. However, this
will be too slow. In this paper, we apply regression model-
ing to efficiently obtain estimates of BBV for the threads. For
each basic block b, we model its execution count BBV[b]
as a weighted sum of input variables plus random noise. Let
BBV[b] = BBVt1 [b], . . . , BBVtN [b], where BBVti [b] denotes
the execution count of basic block b for thread ti. BBVti[b] is
estimated as follows:

BBVti [b] = β0 + β1 · Iti[1] + · · · + βp · Iti[p] + βp+1 · tid (1)
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Listing 1 Code Instrumentation
__global__ void kernel(int * input, ...){
{
1. int tid = ...;
2. ...
3. for(int i = 0; i < input[tid]; i++) {
4. if(tid = 1){ // instrumentation
5. __prof_trigger(xx);
6. }
7. }
8. if(input[tid] > 100){
9. if(tid = 1){ // instrumentation
10. __prof_trigger(xx);
11. }
12. }
13.

where Iti = Iti[1], . . . , Iti [p] denote the input variables for
thread ti, and tid is the thread identifer for thread ti. These
variables are constant for a given input workload and thread.
Let β = β0β1, . . . , βp + 1 denote the corresponding set of
regression coefficients used in describing the linear function
of input variables and noise in (1). For each basic block b,
we employ a dataflow analysis to determine the set of input
variables that impact the execution count of b. For example,
in the sample code of Listing 1, the execution count of the for
loop (line 3) and if statement (line 8) of a thread depends on
its data in the input array.

We fit the model in (1) using the method of least square.
More clearly, for each basic block b, we determine the p + 2
coefficients (e.g., β0, . . . , βp+1) based on a few observations.
The least square fitting model attempts to minimize the deriva-
tion of predicted and actual value. We obtain a number of
observations of BBV[b] through code instrumentation and
profiling. For the target thread and basic block, we insert a con-
ditional if statement and a call to the NVIDIAs profiler trigger
prof_trigger [13]. Listing 1 illustrates the code instrumentation
using an example. In this case, through instrumentation and
profiling, we can collect the execution counts for the loop
(line 3) and if statement (line 8) for thread 1. It is often
that the number of inputs is smaller than the thread block
size. Hence, we train the model based on the observations of
the threads in one thread block and predict the BBV for the
threads in other thread blocks. For example, for application
MarchingCubes (MC), we train the model for all the basic
blocks using the threads in one thread block (32 threads) and
then predict the BBV for other threads. The mean square error
is smaller than 0.001. Note that the regression model is built
offline but used online. When the kernel is launched, we feed
the inputs of the threads into the model as shown in (1) to
derive the BBVs.

We then develop the performance metrics based on BBV.
More specifically, the performance metrics leverage three
components: 1) warp performance; 2) thread-block perfor-
mance; and 3) kernel performance. At warp performance
level, we model per-instruction latencies, execution counts
of basic blocks, and control flow divergence; at thread-block
performance level, we model the number of warps within a
thread-block; at the kernel performance level, we model the
number of SMs and thread-block scheduling.

Listing 2 Sample of Basic Block’s Instructions

bb_32:PC = 0xa38 mul.lo.s32 %r167, %r106, 8
bb_32:PC = 0xa40 ld.const.u32 %r168, [char_size]
bb_32:PC = 0xa48 mul.lo.u32 %r169, %r167, %r168
bb_32:PC = 0xa50 rem.u32 %r170, %r166, %r169
bb_32:PC = 0xa58 div.u32 %r171, %r170, %r168

B. Performance Metrics

We develop two performance metrics, BBV-weighted and
BBV-weighted-scheduled, which are different in terms of
thread block scheduling.

1) BBV-Weighted: For each basic block, we can easily com-
pute the number of instructions in it. However, each instruction
has different latency; a basic block with fewer instructions may
have longer latencies than a basic block with more instructions.
Thus, we apply instruction-specific latencies measured using
micro-benchmarking [11] and store them to a table. Once we
collect the instructions of a basic block, we calculate the total
instruction latency of the basic block based on the reference
table. For example, Listing 2 shows the instructions of a basic
block. Benchmarking results on NVIDIA GTX480 (details
will be presented in Section VII) show that mul instruction
takes 18 clocks, loading a constant variable needs 46 clock
cycles, and both rem and div instructions in unsigned inte-
ger take 264 clock cycles. Thus, the latency of this basic block
is 610 clock cycles.

The threads in a warp may have different behavior, leading
to different execution counts of a basic block for different
threads in a warp. In BBV-weighted, for each basic block, we
find the maximum execution counts for any thread in the warp.
For example, if one thread in warp 1 executes basic block b
two times, and another thread in the same warp executes basic
block b five times, then the maximum execution count is five.
The total latency of basic block b in warp w is computed
as the maximum execution counts of b in warp w multiplied
by the latency of basic block b as follows:

Latb|w = lat[b] × max
t∈w

(BBVt[b]) (2)

where lat[b] is the total latency of all the instructions in thread
block b and BBVt[b] is the execution count of basic block b
of thread t. The performance of warp w is then estimated as
the sum of latencies of all basic blocks

Tw =
∑

b∈B

Latb|w (3)

where B is the set of basic blocks of the GPU kernel. Finally,
the thread block latency estimate is the sum of the estimated
performance of warps in the thread block (4), and the total ker-
nel performance estimate is the sum of thread block latencies
divided by the number of SMs available on the GPU (5), which
corresponds to a static round-robin thread block assignment
with exactly equal thread block latencies

TTb =
∑

w∈Tb

Tw (4)

Ttotal =
∑

TTb

#SM
. (5)
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Fig. 4. Thread block schedule.

If the threads in a warp have different execution count for
a basic block, then the threads within the warp must diverge.
In BBV-weighted, the latency of thread block b in warp w,
Latb|w (2), is estimated using the maximum execution counts
of b in w. In other words, all the threads in a warp have to
wait until the slowest thread completes.

2) BBV-Weighted-Scheduled: In BBV-weighted metric, we
use the sum of thread block latencies divided by the number of
SMs available as the estimate of kernel performance. This esti-
mation assumes that there is little variance in execution time
among thread blocks. However, due to control flow divergence,
the execution time of warps may vary, leading to variation in
thread blocks’ execution time. To accurately model perfor-
mance, we must therefore model the thread block scheduling
algorithm employed by the hardware. The exact behavior of
the scheduler has not been disclosed by NVIDIA, but previous
research [14] indicated that a round-robin scheduling policy
correlates well with the performance. Therefore, we develop
BBV-weighted-scheduled metric, which combines the thread
block performance estimation in BBV-weighted together with
dynamic round-robin scheduling policy for performance esti-
mation.

In BBV-weighted-scheduled, for each thread block, we esti-
mate its latency using (4); the total kernel performance is
estimated using dynamic round-robin policy. After the ini-
tial thread block assignment to fill all the SMs, the rest
of the thread blocks will be inserted into a queue and dis-
patched to GPUs when there are available SMs. Fig. 4 shows
a comparison of static and dynamic round-robin schedule. For
example, thread block 2 is scheduled to SM0 in static sched-
ule. However, thread block 2 is scheduled to SM1 in dynamic
schedule as SM1 finishes execution earlier than SM0. The
dynamic scheduling, therefore, performs a simple runtime load
balancing between SMs. Note that in the example, we assume
the occupancy (the number of concurrent thread blocks on
one SM) is 1 for demonstration purposes. In reality, we use the
occupancy calculator to determine the occupancy. If one SM
can run more than one thread block in parallel, then multiple
thread blocks will be assigned to it.

For the BBV-weighted and BBV-weighted-scheduled met-
rics, we do not intend to accurately predict the absolute perfor-
mance, but to accurately estimate the performance impact of
control flow divergence and the performance difference among

different thread regrouping optimizations (Section V). For all
the metrics, we assume that the global memory bandwidth
is not the bottleneck on the performance; the long mem-
ory latency can be hidden by the provided with sufficient
occupancy. As we will demonstrate, our metrics can accu-
rately estimate performance for compute-bound control flow
divergence GPU applications.

The estimation may be different from the actual perfor-
mance for a few reasons. First, the BBV does not capture
the exact sequence of basic block executions. Thus, the con-
trol flow divergence might be underestimated by the BBVs.
Second, we assume the memory bandwidth is not bottleneck
of the performance and not affected by the thread regrouping
optimizations. Finally, we do not model other implementation
details including instruction and warp scheduling, reconver-
gence points, which are not disclosed by NVIDIA. Despite
these reasons, we will demonstrate that, in practice, the metrics
we develop correlate well with the performance. Therefore, the
metrics can be used to evaluate various control flow optimiza-
tions without actually performing the thread regrouping, and
rerunning the application.

V. THREAD REGROUPING ALGORITHMS

In theory, we can enumerate all the possible thread regroup-
ing options and compare them using our performance metrics
in Section IV. However, in practice, exhaustively testing all
the thread regrouping options is infeasible as the number
of options grows exponentially with the number of threads
of the kernel. Hence, in the following, we propose low-
complexity thread regrouping algorithms that can be used
online to efficiently derive an optimized thread regrouping
solution.

At a high level, we wish to group together threads that
behave similarly—optimally with no control flow divergence,
but with minimized performance impact if control flow diver-
gence is unavoidable. To achieve this goal, we use per-thread
BBVs to represent thread behavior. We will examine three
alternative thread regrouping algorithms, Sorting, Greedy, and
Greedy Max. Moreover, these three algorithms will be used
to evaluate the accuracies of our performance metrics.

Our thread regrouping algorithms first divide N threads
into K groups. The size of the group is then calculated by
groupsize = �N/K�. In situations where �N/K� is not a mul-
tiple of warp size, there will be warps that are formed by
two different groups and potentially will suffer from control
flow divergence. In order to avoid such situation, we set a fixed
group size to be multiple of warp size: 32, 64, and so on. Thus,
the number of groups, K, is calculated by �N/groupsize�. In
the following, we present the details of our thread regrouping
algorithms.

A. Sorting Algorithm

Our first thread regrouping algorithm is Sorting. We com-
pare the threads based on the per-thread BBV. Each BBV is a
vector of integers. We sort the BBVs in lexicographical order.
More clearly, we compare element by element in two BBVs
that have the same index until one element is not equivalent to
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the other. The comparison result of two BBVs in lexicograph-
ical order is the comparison result of the first nonmatching
elements. For example, BBVt1 = {1, 20, 10, 20, 1} is smaller
than BBVt2 = {1, 30, 20, 30, 1}. After sorting, every group-
size consecutive threads form a group, where the last group
may be smaller if N threads cannot be equally divided into K
groups.

B. Greedy Algorithm

Our Greedy algorithm is an iterative method. At the begin-
ning, each thread forms an individual group. In each iteration,
we calculate the estimated performance gain (described below)
through merging and merge the two groups with the maximal
gain. If the merged group size exceeds the groupsize, then
the first groupsize threads form one group and the remaining
threads in the groups form a new group and will be used for
further merging. This process is performed iteratively until the
number of groups is equal to K.

To compute the estimated performance gain, we first define
the minimal and maximal execution counts of each basic block
b within a thread group g as follows:

Minb
g = min

t∈g
BBVt[b] (6)

Maxb
g = max

t∈g
BBVt[b]. (7)

Intuitively, we want to merge two thread groups which behave
similarly to minimize any potential negative impact due to
control flow divergence. Thus, we merge two thread groups
whose BBVs have similar (preferably identical) execution
counts for each basic block. As all the threads that follow
the same BBV (or portion thereof) can simultaneously make
progress, merging these threads into a group increases com-
putation throughput with no change to total latency. Thus, we
define the benefit of merging two thread groups g1 and g2 as
follows:

Benefit(g1, g2) =
∑

b∈B

(
lat[b] × Minb

g1∪g2

)
. (8)

We do not want to merge two thread groups if there are signifi-
cant differences in their BBVs since merging these two thread
groups will cause the total warp latency to increase due to
control flow divergence. Thus, we define the cost of merging
two threads groups g1 and g2 as follows:

Cost(g1, g2) =
∑

b∈B

(
lat[b] ×

(
Maxb

g1∪g2
− Minb

g1∪g2

))
. (9)

We estimate the number of executions where two groups can
execute together as benefit, but the number of executions
where they diverge as cost. For example, if one group exe-
cutes basic block b once and the other group executes basic
block b twice, we estimate that the first time they can execute
together as benefit, but the second execution as cost. This is
because during the second execution, one group is diverged,
waiting for the other group and making no forward progress.
Finally, we define the overall gain as follows:

Gain(g1, g2) = Benefit(g1, g2) − Cost(g1, g2). (10)

For the threads with identical BBVs, merge provides bene-
fit with no cost, thus guaranteeing that identical threads will

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the Greedy Regrouping
1: Let G be the set of thread groups
2: Let E be the set of edges among groups
3: for every gi, gj ∈ G do
4: calculate gain(gi, gj)
5: end for
6: groups = 0;
7: while ( groups < K - 1) do
8: find edge(gm, gn) with the maximal gain
9: merge(gm, gn) as gnew

10: for every group g ∈ G do
11: remove edge (gm, g) from E
12: remove edge (gn, g) from E
13: insert edge (gnew, g) into E
14: calculate gain(gnew, g)
15: end for
16: remove gm, gn from G
17: insert gnew to G
18: end while
Function: Merge
19: function MERGE(gm, gn)
20: if size(gm) + size(gn) >= groupsize then
21: gnew = gm ∪ gn
22: the first groupsize threads form the group, g∗.
23: gnew = gnew − g∗
24: groups = groups + 1
25: else
26: gnew = gm ∪ gn
27: end if
28: end function

be merged together before adding nonidentical threads. The
details of our Greedy solution are presented in Algorithm 1.

C. Greedy-Max Algorithm

Greedy algorithm tends to form a group of threads (e.g., 32
threads) using similar threads. However, it does not optimize
the thread block ordering. The ordering of thread blocks has an
impact on load balancing among the SMs and thus affects the
total kernel execution latency under the dynamic round-robin
thread block scheduling policy.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the ordering of thread blocks affects
the total kernel execution latency. In Fig. 5(a), there are two
different thread block queues: 1) queue Q1 is an unordered
queue and 2) queue Q2 is a latency-based order queue
(thread blocks are sorted in descending order of their latency).
Fig. 5(b) and (c) illustrates the round-robin scheduling policy
that assigns the thread blocks to the available SMs for Q1
and Q2, respectively. We assume the maximum number of
thread blocks that can simultaneously execute on an SM is 1.
In Fig. 5(b), the assignment is scheduled as follows: at time 0
(t0), thread block 0 (tb0) is assigned to SM0, tb1 is assigned
to SM1, and tb2 is assigned to SM2. Since each SM can only
handle one thread block at a time, the rest of thread blocks
will be queued and wait for the first available SM. Then, tb1
in SM1 is done at t1, and thus instantly tb3 is assigned to
SM1. When tb2 is complete at t2, tb4 is assigned to SM2. This
scheduling mechanism is repeated until no more thread blocks
left in the queue. However, if we apply the same scheduling
mechanism to Q2 [Fig. 5(c)], we find that the workload is more
balanced among SMs compared to Q1 and the final execution
time of Q2 is less than Q1. Therefore, the ordering of thread
blocks in the kernel has an impact on the overall performance.
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Fig. 5. Impact of thread block order to load balancing in SMs. (a) Ordered
and unordered thread block queue. (b) Round-robin schedule with unordered
queue. (c) Round-robin schedule with ordered queue.

In our Greedy-Max algorithm, we still form groups of
threads using overall gain metric (10), but we form the groups
in the descending order of their latency. We define the latency
of thread t as follows:

Latt =
∑

b∈B

lat[b] × BBVt[b] (11)

where B is the set of basic blocks of the GPU kernel.
The details of Greedy-Max are described in Algorithm 2.

We start with an empty thread group g. Initially, g is filled with
the thread that has the maximum latency (Latt′ = maxt∈T Latt).
Then, g is filled by either a thread that has identical BBV
to an existing thread in g, or a thread that gives maximum
performance gain if merged with g. This step is repeated
until the size of g is equal to groupsize. By doing this itera-
tively, we can build K groups. Compared to Greedy algorithm,

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for Greedy-Max
1: Let T be the per-thread BBVs list
2: Let G be the set of thread groups and initially empty
3: Let g is an empty thread group
4: while ( size(G) < K) do
5: let t′ s.t. Latt′ = maxt∈T Latt
6: remove t′ from T and add it to g
7: while ( size(g) < groupsize) do
8: initial max_gain
9: identical = False

10: i = 0
11: while (not identical and i < size of T) do
12: if ti ∈ T match with any j ∈ g then
13: identical = True
14: max_t = ti
15: else
16: calculate cur_gain of edge(g, ti)
17: if cur_gain > max_gain then
18: max_gain = cur_gain
19: max_t = ti
20: end if
21: end if
22: i = i + 1
23: end while
24: add max_t into g
25: remove max_t from T
26: end while
27: add g into G
28: clear g
29: end while

Greedy-Max achieves load balancing via thread block ordering
as shown in Fig. 5.

D. Discussion

The Sorting algorithm regroups the threads by sorting the
per-thread BBVs in lexicographical order. By doing this, it
tends to group similar threads. However, it does not consider
the differences between basic blocks and model the warp per-
formance and thread block scheduling. Based on the warp
performance estimation by (2) and (3) in Section IV, Greedy
algorithm models the differences between basic blocks, and
groups threads together using the gain metric (10). However,
it ignores the thread block latency and their ordering, which
affects the load balancing among the SMs and the total
latency. Our final thread group algorithm, Greedy-Max, not
only models the thread performance and considers the thread
similarities using gain metric, but also prioritizes the threads
with high latency. Based on the dynamic round-robin thread
block scheduling policy, ordering thread blocks in descending
order of their latencies is helpful for load balancing among
the SMs and optimizes the total latency. In the experiments,
we will compare the performance speedup of the three thread
regrouping algorithms.

VI. DIVERGENCE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

Our control flow divergence optimizations relies on syner-
gistic collaboration of compile-time and runtime components
as shown in Fig. 6. At compile-time, we analyze the ker-
nels, build the BBV estimation model, and enable the control
flow divergence using the elimination mechanism described in
Section III. At runtime, we predict per-thread BBVs and call
thread regrouping algorithms to regroup the threads.
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Fig. 6. Divergence optimization overview.

A. Compile Time

Given a GPU kernel program, we first parse the kernel
code, build the CFG at the source code level, and profile the
latency for every instruction. Then, we build the regression
model for BBV estimation for each basic block as described
in Section IV-A. Each GPU program contains a few inputs
available offline. We profile the kernel using the profiler trig-
ger [13] as shown in Listing 1. In general, one GPU kernel
will launch thousands or even more number of threads. But,
we observe that it is sufficient to profile the threads only in
one thread block to build the BBV estimation model. Note
that the BBV estimation model is built at compile-time but
used at runtime. At runtime, when the kernel is called with
new inputs, we predict the BBVs using the BBV estimation
model built offline.

We enable the divergence optimization through code trans-
formation. Both the host and device code have to be slightly
modified. For the host code, we insert the thread regroup-
ing function before the kernel call. For example, as shown
in Fig. 6, if the reference redirection mechanism is used,
the redirect[] array is inserted and threads read their input
data based on the redirect[] array [Fig. 2(a)]; if the data lay-
out transformation mechanism is used, the transform function
is called to reorganize the data. But, the redirect[] array or
data layout transformation order are generated online by the
thread regrouping algorithms. Finally, we compile the modified
source code to binary.

B. Runtime

When the kernel is launched with its input data, we predict
the per-thread BBV using the BBV estimation model. Then,
we use the per-thread BBV to represent the thread behavior
and invoke the thread regrouping algorithms to produce the
new thread grouping for improved control flow divergence and
application performance. Meanwhile, based on the per-thread
BBV, we can estimate the performance improvement poten-
tial using the performance models developed in Section IV.
If the thread regrouping leads to negative or very marginal
performance improvement, then the thread regrouping will be
disabled.

The overhead incurred at runtime includes two parts: 1) the
overhead of the per-thread BBVs prediction using the BBV
estimation model and 2) the overhead of thread regrouping
algorithms. These overheads are very small compared to the
GPU kernel time.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiments Setup

Table I shows the list of benchmark applications used. We
collect benchmarks from different sources that exhibit control
flow divergence. We include two real-world applications—3-D
sound localization (SL) [3] and stereo matching (SM) [20],
which both exhibit complex control flow divergence. For
each application, Table I gives the transformation elimination
mechanism (reference redirection or data layout transforma-
tion), the total number of threads, and performance bottleneck.
Performance bottleneck (memory-bound or compute-bound) is
identified by using the NVIDIA visual profiler [9]. In our opti-
mization framework, we rely on profiling to train the BBV
estimation model. We evaluate our techniques using different
profiling and evaluation inputs.

MC benchmark is taken from the CUDA SDK. MC imple-
ments marching cubes algorithm, which computes geometric
iso-surface from a 3-D volume data set. Each parallel thread
calculates one voxel (cube). Divergence in MC is caused
by different threads calculating different number of ver-
tices for each cube vertex index. Smith-Waterman (SW),
CUDA-EC (EC), Needleman-Wunsch (NW), and MUMmer
(MUM) benchmarks are all bioinformatics applications. SW
aligns a query polypeptide sequence against a protein database,
while MUM aligns a set of DNA queries against a single ref-
erence sequence. EC benchmark corrects errors in short reads
from high-throughput sequencing. NW benchmark calculates
global alignment scores between a DNA query and reads
from DNA database. Divergences of those four benchmarks
are caused by diversity in DNA or protein sequence content
being processed by threads. 3-D SL finds the direction of the
sound captured by the acoustic microphone in 3-D fashion [3].
SL exhibits control flow divergence because different threads
are assigned with different workload (e.g., different number
of 3-D angles). SM is an important underlying technology
for 3-D-video application [20]. SM contains thread divergence
because the grid building kernel selects global maxima based
on the cost value which differs among threads.

Although it seems intuitive that there are many bench-
marks that exhibit control flow divergence, few freely available
benchmarks currently demonstrate this sort of behavior. We
examined the benchmarks including the set of applications
used for prior control flow divergence studies and all the
applications that demonstrate control flow divergence from the
CUDA SDK.

Control flow divergence elimination is important for all
the generations of GPUs. In this paper, we use the widely
used NVIDIA Fermi-based GPUs to evaluate our techniques.
In particular, all the experiments are performed on NVIDIA
GTX480 GPU. The specification of our evaluation machine is
shown in Table II. Using micro-benchmarks [11], we collect
the instruction latencies on the GTX480. Table III presents
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TABLE I
BENCHMARK CHARACTERISTIC

TABLE II
SPECIFICATION OF TESTING MACHINE

the latency results. The latency table will be used for com-
puting the total latency of basic blocks for each application.
GTX480 contains caches. The latencies to constant and shared
memory are constant as they are always hits. However, for
loads/stores to local and global memory, the latencies depend
on their cache behavior (e.g., hits or misses). We empirically
measure the cache hit ratio using NVIDIA profiler and then
compute an average memory access latency using the cache
hit ratio.

Each benchmark is compiled using NVIDIA’s CUDA com-
piler, nvcc. Each basic block contains a list of instructions.
We compute the total latency of each basic block by sum-
ming the latencies of the instructions in it. With BBVs and
each basic block’s latency as input, we can estimate the
performance impact of control flow divergence. Then, each
application is transformed using either the reference redirec-
tion transformation or the data layout transformation. Finally,
we execute both initial (without transformation) implementa-
tion and transformed implementation. We record the execution
time for both implementations and gather all performance
statistics including divergent branches, divergent warps, and
estimated performance computed by our metrics. For the trans-
formed implementation, we include the runtime overhead in
its measurement.

In the following, we perform two sets of experiments: first,
we compare the prior metrics to our proposed metrics in terms

TABLE III
INSTRUCTION LATENCY (IN CLOCKS)

of correlation to actual performance (Section VII-B); sec-
ond, we present the performance speedup of our optimization
framework (Section VII-C).

B. Metric Accuracy

As discussed in Section IV, divergent warps measure the
percentage of warps that have any control flow divergence
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Fig. 7. Comparison of divergent warps and divergent branches metrics and actual performance improvement.

TABLE IV
DIVERGENT WARPS AND DIVERGENT BRANCHES

while divergent branches count individual branch instruc-
tions that cause divergences. Note that both prior metrics
(i.e., divergent warps and divergent branches) and our met-
rics (i.e., BBV-weighted and BBV-weighted-scheduled) are not
intended to predict the absolute performance, but to estimate
the performance difference between different thread regroup-
ing algorithms. For each application, we use each of our three
regrouping algorithms, with the K (the number of groups)
set to 32 (a warp size), and compare the actual performance
improvement on GTX480 in percentage to the performance
improvement in percentage predicted by the metrics.

We first examine the prior metrics. Table IV lists the
divergent warps, divergent branches, total warps, and total
branches for all the benchmarks. As shown, for some appli-
cations, all the warps are divergent. For each application,
we first measure the actual performance, divergent warps,
and divergent branches of the original implementation (with-
out thread regrouping). Then, for each application and thread
regrouping algorithm pair, we measure the actual performance,
divergent warps, and divergent branches after applying the
thread regrouping optimization. Fig. 7 shows the percent-
age improvement of actual performance, divergent warps,
and divergent branches over the initial implementation with-
out transformation for each combination of the applications
and thread regrouping algorithms. We observe that diver-
gent warps and divergent branches give inaccurate estimation
for most applications. For example, for the NW benchmark,

TABLE V
ESTIMATION ERROR (IN %)

divergent warps estimate no improvement for all the algo-
rithms, but actual performance improvement is about 70%;
for the SL benchmark, divergent branches give negative
improvement for all the algorithms, but actual performance
improvement is about 20%. Our results in Fig. 7 demon-
strate that divergent warps and divergent branches cannot
accurately estimate the performance impact of control flow
divergence.

Now we examine our proposed metrics that estimate the
performance impact of control flow divergence: BBV-weighted
and BBV-weighted-scheduled. We separate the discussion for
compute-bound and memory-bound (Section VII-D) appli-
cations. For each application and thread regrouping algo-
rithm pair, we estimate the performance using our pro-
posed metrics. We compare the estimation of the initial
implementation and the implementation with divergence opti-
mization. Fig. 8 presents the same performance data as
in Fig. 7, and compares our proposed metrics for five
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Fig. 8. Comparison of our proposed metrics and actual performance improvement for compute-bound applications.

Fig. 9. Speedup of divergence optimization.

compute-bound applications. For each metric, we show the
improvement in percentage. As shown in Fig. 8, our met-
rics BBV-weighted and BBV-weighted-scheduled predict the
performance well. Specifically, BBV-weighted-scheduled is
more accurate than BBV-weighted as it considers the latency
variation among thread blocks and models the thread block
scheduling. Table V presents the estimation error of each
metric for all the benchmarks. On average, BBV-weighted
has 12.7% error, while BBV-weighted-scheduled improves
the estimation error to 6.2%. Our BBV-weighted-scheduled
metric is correlated well with the actual performance.
This suggests that programmers can rely on these met-
rics to estimate the performance impact of control flow
divergence and the effectiveness of the thread grouping
algorithms.

C. Performance of Divergence Optimization

Fig. 9 shows the performance speedup of our divergence
optimization. We compare the performance of initial (without
transformation) implementation and optimized implementa-
tion enabled by code transformation. For each application, we
compare three different regrouping algorithms (e.g., Sorting,
Greedy, and Greedy-Max). As indicated by our performance
metrics in Fig. 8, applications MC, SL, and SM have small
performance improvement. Among the three thread regroup-
ing algorithms, Greedy-Max is the most effective algorithm.

Fig. 10. Comparison of our proposed metrics and actual performance
improvement for memory-bound applications.

In particular, the Sorting algorithm achieves up to 3.5×
speedup (on average 1.7×); the Greedy algorithm achieves
up to 2.7× speedup (on average 1.6×); and the Greedy-Max
algorithm achieves up to 4.7× speedup (on average 2.2×).
Greedy-Max achieves the most speedup due to its accurate
performance modeling of control flow divergence impact on
warps and thread block scheduling.

D. Memory-Bound Applications

When computation is not the critical path, computation opti-
mization through thread regrouping algorithms may not lead to
expected overall performance improvement. Fig. 10 presents
the percentage improvement of actual performance and our
metrics for the two memory-bound applications EC and MUM.
For these two applications, the performance is limited by the
achieved memory bandwidth. However, our metrics do not
model the factors that affect memory bandwidth including
memory coalescing, bank conflicts, and cache conflicts and
thus are not accurate.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In the recent years, we have witnessed the success of
GPUs for high performance computing. However, perfor-
mance tuning for GPUs was not a trivial task [21]. Analytical
performance models have been proposed to predict the
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performance improvement or identify the performance bot-
tlenecks [4], [10], [22]–[24]. Optimization techniques have
also been proposed to tailor the applications to the underly-
ing architectural features and improve the resource utilization.
The state-of-the-art GPU performance optimization techniques
focused on thread and warp scheduling, cache optimization,
register allocation optimization, power and aging optimization,
multitasking, etc. [25]–[32].

If the threads in a warp take different path at conditional
branches, then execution of different paths have to be serial-
ized in the SIMD architecture. This is well known as control
flow divergence, which has significant impact on the appli-
cation performance. There are both software and hardware
solutions for control flow divergence optimization.

A. Hardware Divergence Management

Fung et al. [5] proposed a hardware implementation to
dynamically regroup the threads to improve the SIMD uti-
lization. Their technique allows diverged threads with the
same PC but originally from different warps run together as
a wider SIMD group. Meng et al. [6] introduced dynamic
warp subdivision (DWS) as an integrated framework for both
control and memory divergence. DWS selectively divides
warps into warp-splits and creates separate schedulers so that
each warp-split can execute independently. By doing this,
DWS enables divergent threads execute together and hide
each other’s latency. Rhu and Erez [33] proposed the dual-
path execution model that extends the reconvergence stack
model to support interleaved execution of different paths.
There are also proposals that optimize the SIMD divergence
through compaction [34], [35]. However, the above hardware-
based techniques require hardware changes and inevitably add
complexity and hardware cost in the register file, scheduling
logic, etc.

B. Software Divergence Management

Besides hardware-based techniques, software-based tech-
niques for optimizing control flow divergence have also been
proposed. Software-based techniques can be applied to real
GPUs without hardware changes. Zhang et al. [7], [8] pro-
posed to eliminate control-flow divergence through reference
redirection or data layout transformation. However, their tech-
niques simply assume that all instances of divergence have the
same impact on the performance and use the percentage of
divergent warps [7] or percentage of divergent branches [9]
as their metrics for estimating performance improvement.
However, these metrics are not accurate for estimating per-
formance impact of divergence as different divergences have
different numbers of instructions, latencies, and also thread
block scheduling can impact the overlapping of threads’ exe-
cution. In contrast, we build a more accurate model by
modeling these architectural features. Finally, Lee et al. [36]
implemented compiler algorithms to handle divergence using
predicates at the intermediate representation level. In contrast,
our optimization can be enabled through small code changes
at source code level.

IX. CONCLUSION

Control flow divergence can significantly affect the perfor-
mance of GPU applications. In this paper, we first present
control flow divergence metrics that can accurately esti-
mate the performance impact of control flow divergence for
compute-bound GPU kernels. Our proposed BBV-weighted-
scheduled metric achieves high accuracy (6.2% error) for these
workloads. Thus, developers can rely on our metric to evalu-
ate potential control flow divergence optimizations and predict
whether a transformed program would have improved perfor-
mance without actually performing the transformation of the
application. Then, we represent threads’ behavior using per-
thread BBVs and develop three thread regrouping algorithms
for control flow divergence optimization. We demonstrate that
our divergence optimization can reduce the impact of con-
trol flow divergence, with good correlation between the actual
performance impact and the impact predicted by our metrics.
Our best thread regrouping algorithm Greedy-Max achieves
up to 4.7× speedup (on average 2.2×).
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